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Facts and Figures:  
One-Woman Performance and Exhibit Explore the  
Naked Truth at the Cherry Center 

Carmel, CA; April 26, 2014--A theater production and art installation brings together figurative 
works on stage and in exhibition this summer at the Carl Cherry Center. Figure and Ground, an 
exhibit exploring the human form, will be paired with Lorraine Olsen’s riveting one-woman 
show, “Figuratively Speaking” beginning Friday, June 6th at the Cherry Center. Ms. Olsen will 
also pose for a life drawing session on Saturday, June 7th from 11 to 2 p.m. A reception for the 
artists will be held Friday, June 6th from 5 – 7 p.m. The event is free and open to the public. 

Actress Lorraine Olsen brings back to Cherry Hall the work of a professional Artist Model in the 
vibrant world of Bay Area studios, salons, and educational institutions in her original play 
FIGURATIVELY SPEAKING. The show is structured as a typical drawing session would be--with 
artists sketching her as she assumes a series of progressively longer poses. A theatrical 
dimension is added as she simultaneously recounts personal episodes that reveal her role as a 
catalyst for the nurturing and development of Figurative Art. Told with humor and verve, 
FIGURATIVELY SPEAKING is performed in the intimate Cherry Hall and is sure to appeal to lovers 
of both theater and art. Performances are June 6th, 7th, 13th, 14th at 7:30  p.m. and Sundays, 
June 8th and 15th at 3 p.m. Tickets are $20 and can be purchased through Brownpaperticketing 
or at the Cherry center’s web site. Information: 624-7491.  

Figuratively Speaking won Best of 2011 San Francisco Fringe Festival and has been performed 
at the 2nd Stage of SF Playhouse and Wow Theater and the 2012 and 2013 United Festivals in 
New York City. Lorraine Olsen received her theatrical training and acted in numerous 
productions at Monterey Peninsula College, GroveMont Playhouse Theater and the Cherry 
Center.  

Figure and Ground explores the range of approaches to the human figure, including works by a 
wide array of artists, both familiar and relatively unknown, from throughout Monterey County 
and the San Francisco Bay Area. Curated by the Cherry Center, the exhibit includes 
approximately twenty-five works that connect the human figure with selections of painting, 
sculpture, photography and drawing.  The exhibit can be seen Monday through Friday from 11 
to 4 p.m. through July 18th. 

Tickets may be purchased online at:  http://www.carlcherrycenter.org/or reserved by calling 
the Cherry at 831-624-7491. Inquiries: info@carlcherrycenter.org . The Carl Cherry Center for 
the Arts is located on 4th Avenue, between Santa Rita and Gudalupe, Carmel. 
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